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Rainforests contain an amazing abundance of plant life?over half of the planet’s vegetation. Detailing
more than seventy rainforest botanicals, this publication presents the history of the natural herbs’ uses by
indigenous peoples and describes current usage by natural doctors across the world. The Curing Power of
Rainforest Herbal products is a unique guide to these herbs and their uses. Today, scientists have begun to
discover the medicinal characteristics of these plants, that offer new techniques to health and healing. For
centuries, tribal shamans have effectively used these botanicals as remedies for numerous wellness
disorders. Discover Amazon healers’ traditional knowledge, along with the clinical studies that support
what shamans have known for ages. Essential dosage and preparation methods are provided, while at-a-
glance tables help you locate the very best botanicals for every disorder. This is a unique publication that
offers a blend of ancient and modern knowledge in an accessible reference format.
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I highly recommend it. Just search online for each plant by name or go to google and then click images.
I'm a two-time tumor survivor and am constantly looking for "alternatives" to those poisons in order to
maintain my wellness. For years I've followed Leslie taylors work on rain-tree. We have used the
knowledge in this book for a long time both for myself and to help close friends. Anyone interested in
studying the miracles herbs can add to your daily life, I recommend it. Her site is rain-tree. Dr. Taylor even
lists the medical studies that have been performed in field of medication and pharmaceutical field on
these herbal products so you can research the results. Now in Europe, they have to get yourself a
prescription for the herbs they want and they result from their pharmaceutical businesses. I was hesitant
at first to buy this book because I wanted to learn about herbs that I can get and make use of, but I did
find suppliers very quickly for most of the herbal products I was thinking about. She used to sell the
herbal remedies in this publication, but regrettably, the FDA shut her store down. I am so pleased to see
the info in the publication is pretty much the same that is in the book plus much more! I am acquainted
with several herbs used by natives in the Amazon Rainforest, but this publication encompasses so much
more and is in so much more detail. It's an absolute "must" for somebody wanting/needing in order to
avoid the pharmaceutical poisons out there.. I am an herbalist who was simply searching for a good
publication on Rain Forest Natural herbs without all of the hype that had a least some technology it
directly into complement information regarding traditional uses. Dr Taylor also offers a line of products
under "Raintree Nutrition". Browse this book and keep yourself informed. Books "not too long ago" were
in fashion. However, it's worthy of every dollar that you spend. Awesome! And for us "baby boomers"
we are likely to believe the internet may go down for some time or details gets scrubbed, nevertheless,
you have the thing you need in a book. Excellent Book on the Subject. Like in Europe, way too many
people were embracing herbs instead of over the counter meds released by pharmaceutical companies
and they got exception to it slicing in on the profits. I often suspect that hype about the use of such herbal
products as Maca root is definitely overblown and I needed factual information from a trusted source.
Very well laid out with amazing glossary and additional sections of contents sorted in various ways to get
this to an incredible reference instruction to Amazon herbal plants Very good book to have vey well
written and informative natural healing remedies plus it helps the rainforest in donations from your
purchse The Best Book available on Amazonian remedies.I am hoping someday this author does an
updated version, with all the current latest research to check the research results provided in this version.
An extremely big book full of knowledge! comprehensive guide to rainforest herbs Very detailed,
organized reference materials..com and have really enjoyed her plant database (near bottom of web page
on her site). This Book Is An Absolute Must This book was recommended by a fellow healthseeker and I
can' t thank him enough. This book is usually big and tells almost every use of amazon plants to take care
of just about every kind of medical condition. I'd love to seen images in this book for each plant, that is
it's just down fall, But still is a good study guide for those who want to understand and study their
vegetation, and have access to the internet to see a huge selection of pictures for the vegetation they want
for. It is best and more helpful than . Not the easiest way of doing it since sometimes shows wrong plant,
but the ones you start to see the most are generally the proper plant, you can continue from their for more
information, like scientific name, etc. (My first choice is good food) This book is fairly well written and
the info is correct so far as my understanding goes. Properly organized topics. Here is the "amazon",
After all "amazing" thing (lol), We have access to the products, use them and become well. When the
FDA cracked down on her behalf and stated you cannot state the healing properties of herbal remedies
and sell the herbs too, instead of keeping her income and selling items, she choose instead to impart all
her understanding to the globe and forsake the gains from selling her own products. She felt it had been
more important to hand out all her understanding.com. It really is a reference reserve you get back to
many times. Wow! You may want to execute a real search to find a copy in good shape at an acceptable



price. It is best and more educational than any herbal book I have found. A difficult cover publication is
priceless. Look at that first and get to the area of the herbal treatments.Best wishes,Rachelle Rover
Excellent book in Rain-forest Herbs Herbs are my second choice for healing. Best wishes, Rachelle Rover
This book has probably helped many lives. If you know small about Rain-forest Herbal remedies this is the
book to get. I understand from personal experience some of these herbs function!The main one site that
sold several herbs was shut down. A must have if you prefer to seek your own remedies instead of going
to the physician, (who might know significantly less than you after you read this book). This is a
marvelous reference and needs to be in the hands of everybody who has similar issues about what we're
getting "fed" by doctors. Too many organic books have either no science in it or possess such reductionist
science predicated on faulty studies and assumptions that the information is usless. Additionally it is good
to discover that additional peoples/cultures that do not have access to the american pharmaceutical
market do have their personal answers for their ailments, and those people have the desired effect. The
Best Book on the market if you are looking for a through encyclopedia on healing herbs from the Amazon
Rainforest. It combines traditional make use of with scientific studies and lots of information regarding
each herb. Naturopathic Physician author Leslie Taylor must be congratulated on her behalf contribution
to the developing knowledge about Rain Forest Herbs: not merely their uses but their preservation rather
than exploitation. This is such an awesome book. Arrived in timely fashion. Very well laid out with
amazing glossary and extra sections of contents sorted in different . Worth it if into organic knowing..
Extremely informative and valuable book filled with insight and incredibly helpful information!The book
is incredibly well organized. I bought this book view unseen based on a few of the evaluations and I was
not disapointed. I have read several books on the topic but this by far surpasses every one of them. Here is
a woman who went in to the jungles and dedicated her life to find out how they healed and healed
diseases. Five Stars I love this reserve.. Looking for comparable format on UNITED STATES herbs. Two
Stars not for the neighborhood, urban herb grower , to technical.
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